Deobe: The Chill of Isolation
Several days after Tito died in May 1980, Cosic found himself walking along Terazije in 'downtown Belgrade as long columns of Yugoslavs moved in procession to visit Tito's casket: "1 felt a chill walking along the opposite side of the street from the people; 1 felt alone, totally separated, the first time I had felt such isolation, that division from the people, from th~people oEmy country."! Cosic viewed it as his task to overcome that isolation, which was a product of the Yugoslavs' deep love of Tito, whom Cosic viewed as the" greatest enemy of [his] people in the last century."2 Cosic felt that he, virtually alone, understood what had yet to dawn on his countrymen: that Tito, and communism, had left a fratricidal imprint on Yugoslavia. One can only imagine how terrifying it must have been for him to possess a truth of such existential import for his nation, yet be unable to overcome the stubborn unwillingness of that nati~n to perceive it. Cosic would gradually emerge from that darkness of l\:1ay 1980 as more and more of his people carrie to share his conviction that Tito hated Serbs.
But as with much of CosiC's autobiography, here he invented a little. He actually thrived o? isolation, especially when it imparted moral superiority. Years before Tito's death, Cosic had already isolated himself from power in Serbia. In May 1968, he, a member of the Central Committee of the Serbian League of Communists, delivered a speech at the meeting of that body's Fourteenth Plenum which he knew would result in his exclusion from positions of power and influence in Serbian politics.' In that speech, Cosic warned that the Leagues of Communists of Serbia and Yugoslavia were treading a dangerous path by allowing Yugoslav republics and the 1980s. In establishing his framework for understanding Serbs' place in Yugoslavia and in history, Cosic had to authenticate his own credentials as an outsider to the regime (no small feat), fashion his vision of Serbia's fate, and apply it directly as a litmus test for those holding or contending for power in Serbia. Today Dobrica Cosic, the Serbian novelist, is most often exploited as a handy caricature, his name a code word for the ill effects of Serbian intellectuals' involvement in politics. But as code word, Cosic loses meaning and the nature of his influence is obscured .. While he clearly did something to inspire the growth and quality of Serbian nationalism in the 19808, establishing the nature of his inspiration is difficult, given the layers of mythology that have grown up around him. CosiC's influence appears to have been rooted in his abihty and eagerness to incorporate timeless Serbian cultural symbols, his version of the history of Serbs in the twentieth century, and above all his own personalfate under communism into a single compelling vision. According to this vision, he and his Serbian people, treachero,lls at heart, are plagued by a tendency to betray and kill one another. They are fratricidal. As Cosic believed he had emerged from the darkness of servitude to corrupt communist masters, he believed that Serbs could conquer their own fratricidal past and eventually save themselves and their nation through revival and cop.solidation along national lines. Division, betrayal, self-sacrifice, and fratricide are not novel themes in Serbian culture. Anyone familiar with the Kosovo epic will recognize them. CosiC's gift was to be able to distill these eternal images of division into a potion that modern Serbian society could understand and embrace. In the process, they became standard components of the~ationalist message imbibed by Serbs in 
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Cosic as Outsider
CosiC's speech signaled his m~ve from regime insider to outsider. From that point forward, he could attack the party with the unique authority of the apostate, and he did so with a clear sense of a higher purpose, which he articulated as the search for truth in the face of authoritarian attempts to suppress it. On numerous occasions after 1968 he referred to the writer's role as speaker of truth: The striving for the universally human and lasting is included in the striving for the timeless; in the aspiration to know the unknown and to remember, we conquer our own death. Before such a goal the writer is compelled internally to found and actively create his own form of expression .... In the multiplicity of its motivations, the historical novel is a search for a lost individual and collective identity, a search through time in which that identity can be found.
Cosic viewed this task as of critical import, quoting Tolstoy: "Write the real, true history of this age! That is life's goal! "20For Cosic, history becomes revelation, the novelist's task to express a truth that transcends facts and interpretations-a subjective truth emerging from within that c~ptures the essence of human eXIstence.
Thus one of the keys to Cosies engagement in Serbian cultural and intellectual affairs is his insistence that he never was and still is not political. He has always viewed his work as primarily creative, inspired by a vision separate from and superior to politics. He has always seen himself as an inwardly directed thinker, reluctant to give interviews, perhaps in his mind reflecting his peasant origins in a small village in the Morava valley. Cbsic has carefully cultivated his image as a man of few words, sometimes taking it to the point of self-parody.21 Indeed his demeanor has been a subject of derision for many. Draza Markovic, one of Serbia's most powerful men in the late 1970s, once referred to Cosic as "unsympathetic, with his pretentious pose and behavior like Buddha."22 Markovic could not be expected to appreciate Cosic, but his characterization remains vivid and apt. Twenty years later, after being heckled by demonstrating students during Belgrade's fleeting anti-Milosevic movement of November-December 1996, Cosic refused to answer a reporter's questions on the spectacle, claiming simply, ''1 am a writer!" as though the burdensome task begged the empathy of outsiders and also protected him from the sort of scrutiny reserved for 'political figures.23 But whether his activity is or ever has been explicitly political, his intellectual and cultural offerings to his Serbian people have long produced political results.
In his search for and declamation of the truth, in novels, public speeches, and academic essays, Cosic provided abundant examples of his fixation on division, both spiritual and geographic. CosieS would assert that division and fratricide are peculiar characteristics especially of Serbs but also of Yug'oslavs. He found his most telling examples of fratricide in events provoked by the twentiethcentury ideological extremes of communism and fascism. For instance, in his 1977 speech, CosieScharacterized Serbia's recent past:
[Twice in tIlls century ... J unsatisfied sons, who wished to change the world, rose up against their unhappy and disappointed fathers; bu.t for the sons as for the fat~ers, victories on battlefields were'in vam.
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The worst example of this rebellion was the Second World War, during which Serbs chose to fight on opposing sides: at the beginning of the revolution of 1941, political movements arose' representing perhaps the deepest spiritual and moral decline for Serbs in recent centuries .... we slaughtered and crushed each other with incomprehensible cruelty in the fratricidal war of 1941-1945.24 But it was not only fratricidal warfare that reflected Serbia's degradation. CosieS believed that in victory Serbs and Yugoslavs were also divided and humiliated, this time'by themselves, as victors: "peace was conceived of as an opportunity to ... realize various and selfish intentions in the name of common interests. "25In other words, peace brought to power in Yugoslavia false prophets who would betray their stated ideals in a search for personal enrichment. Again CosieS insists that Serbian history is filled with division and betrayal-here, the betrayal of the very victory over divi-·. sion during the war, this time at the hand.s of the Communists who won the war but who continued to reinforce divisions among the peoples of Yugoslavia.
Cosic was a part of that selfish generation of revolutionariesthat . 
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Although CosiC's central theme was the fratricidal nat~re 6f Serbs, ultimately division .and betrayal became highly mobile phenomena. Cosic and others who followed would also identify these tendencies in the relations among Yugoslavs. In so doing, they accepted the rhetoric of the Tito regime, which emphasized the fraternal relations between the South Slavic peoples, as enshrined in the phrase that symbolized the Titoist approach to the national question, bratstvo i jedinstvo (brotherhood and unity). Having been immersed in the rhetoric of brotherhood and unity, many Serbs would later conceive of conflict among Yugoslav national groups as fratricidal, and always directed at Serbs ("Serbophobia" and "genocide" became all-too-common accusations by the late 1980s). In 1987, as mistrust among Yugoslavia's oncebrotherly nations simmered, Cosic revisited the theme of fratricide, but also suggested that any attempt to bring nations together was destined to fail:
Yugoslavia is the political consequence of both world wars; it was created in trenches and across trenches; it was created in fratricidal battles in both world wars, in genocide, religious wars, and civil war.26 277 East European Politics and Societies among the peoples of the state. Therefore, given his conviction that Serbophobia was rampant in Yugoslavia, he concluded thatfratricide was inherent in any multinational state:
In these "brotherly associations" built on the torment of survival or for ideological reasons, there is not brotherhood; our century and our dailt; lives convince us that in the dark recessesof any genus, Cain lurks. 7
This was a powerful image: Cain, the archetypal fratricide, lying in wait to destroy any as~ociation of nations. The notion was embraced by most Serbs who, with the able assistance of intellectuals like Co sic, became convinced that their brother Yugoslavs wished their destruction.'
The Children of Cain: Traitors and Heroes
A critical part of CosiC's~ultural bequest to the Serbian people was a hierarchy of traitors and heroes; traitors played on the Serbian tendency to fratricide, heroes resisted it, acting purely in the interests of the nation. At the most basic level, that of the individual Serb, Cosic established a litmus test: if one acquiesce'd in the gradual creation of sem~-sovereign republics and provinces in Yugoslavia, one was a traitor to the Serbian people. But he built upon that foundation of traitors to Serbia a more inclusive structure of historic enemies, those who 'exploited the Serbs' willingness to betray each other. These historic enemies were the Habsburg monarchy and international communism (Bolshevism), and they provided the context and conditions for individual Serbian acts of betrayal.
In his famous address to the Serbian Academy in 1977, Cosic included Austria-Hungary in a list of perpetrators of genocide against the Serbs.28 A rather alarmin.g claim in any context, it is especially startling to find it so early in CosiC's progress.29 His accusation of genocide against the Habsburgs laid the foundation for subsequent portrayals of the Austrian dynasty as fundamentally 27 
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East European Politics and Societies of the virus of serbophoQia, but was it-one asks oneself-possible for him to forget overnight that which he was taught for the first fifty years of his life?3! Just as important as outsider-enemies, however, were the enemies within, upon whom outsiders relied. Although CosiC's ultimate condemnation for policies dividing Serbia would be reserved for Edvard Kardelj32 Serbs, including Cosic, liked to compare unfavorably to his revolutionary rival Djordje Petrovic (Karadjordje). Milos viewed "politics as skill," while Karadjordje was "representative of the rebellious, epic, freedom-seeking, revolutionary tradition. "36 Since the skilled Milos had the fre,edom-seeking Karadjordje executed in 1817, the purpose of the image is clear-Serbia is plagued with amoral masters always ready to sacrifice Serbia's true revolutionaries. Post-1974 Serbian leaders, including Petar Stambolic, Draza Markovic, Milos Minic, Tihomir Vlaskalic, and Dusan Petrovic Sane, Cosic believed, were interested in power only for the sake of power, even at the expense of the heirs of Karadjordje. Stambolic symbolized "the political and moral ruin of the revolutionary movement and the Serbian nation."37 Markovic was "a representative of the negative in Serbian political tradition, that 'marketplace Serbia' ... of which I am ashamed."38 Vlaskalic reflected Tito's "unerring talent for finding political tickeys. "39These men, nearly universally loathed in Serbia after 1980, were guilty of working with rather than against the federalization of Yugoslavia, and there is little doubt that they were above all politicai survivors. But they reflected for Cosic the timeless divisions in Serbian society. In working with and not against the 1974 constitution, they contributed to a plot drawn up on high to fragment Serbia and create small states within Yugoslavia's borders. When Stambolic, Markovic, Vlaskalic, Petrovic, and others collaborated with Tito and Kardelj, in CosiC's mind they worked for the destruction of Yugoslavia and Serbia.
As Cosic established his enemies list, he also built a list of modern Serbian heroes, victims of Titoism, whose unifying features were that they were Serbs, they had fallen from grace, and, perhaps coincidentially, they were centralists. For instance, he personally rehabilitated Aleksandar·Rankovic. Similarly, Cosic would praise Blagoje NeSkovic, who was removed from the politburo of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia in 1949 under accusations of Stalinism, and Slobodan Pertezic Krcun, a regime watchdog whose reputation as a defender of Serbian interests grewposthumously (he died in 1964 in an automobile accident). But Rankovic must appear at the head of CosiC's list, as Rankovic has long been the subject of polarized opinion in Yugoslavia. The official version accused Rankovic of bugging Tito ;llld other leaders, but that accusation was pure theater, designed to demonize the regime policeman. Some have argued that Tito had to be rid of Rankovic because Rankovic had built himself up as a riva1.40 Most likely Rankovic had to be removed because he would not go along with more substantive federalization of Yugoslavia when such federalization had become policyfor Tito and Kardelj. Whether his resistance was a product of his. love of Serbia or his centralist convic-. .
.
tIOns IS an open questIOn.
Rankovic is hard to picture as a victim of Titoism, given that he headed state security after the liberation of Belgrade in October 1944 and thus was responsible for the purge of Stalinists and others after 1948, the prison camp for" cominformists" on Goli Otok, and the suppression of dissent in general in Yugoslavia. However, by the early 1980s, Rankovic had become a cause celebre for anti-Titoists. As Cosic himself noted, RankoviC's funeral in August 1983 was "ab.ove all a nationalist demonstration. It was a true, widely effective gesture, a real nationalist uprising [of] solidarity with a noted Serbian communist who was the victim of a great injustice. "41 The question that begs an answer: Where is the injustice? Why was RankoviC's demise not just another round in the bolshevik game he was playi.ng?
Two reasons explain why RankoviC's demotion was perceived by many Serbs as more than just a bolshevik hatchet job. 
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The Children of Cain: Dobrica CosiC's Serbia 280 which was an integral part of the Yugoslav Communists' attack on the interwar Serbian monarchy. At the Sixth Plenum of the Central Committee of the League of Communists of Serbia, convened after the Brioni Plenum that saw the demotion of Rankovic, Dusan Petrovic Sane remarked that "Rankovic and his group are ... a living example of the hegemonistic tendencies which they tried to bring to life in Serbia. "42 When another Serbian Communist announced to the central committee of the Serbian League of Communists following RankoviC's fall that he was "ashamed to be a Serb," he revived language used to blacken the reputation of interwar Serbia: that the Serbian bourgeoisie and the Serbian monarchy had behaved shamefully in the interwar period.43 Second, as the cases of Kosovo, Bosnia, and Croatia all demonstrate, the demotion of Rankovic initiated a period of profound change in Yugoslavia, which' could also be viewed as anti-Serbian. Rankovic, demonized by those whom Cosic labeled lackeys of an antiSerbian regime, later prosper~d as a result of his alleged resistance to the federalization of Serbia, but also, importantly, because of his very demonization. He played the heroic Karadjordje to Tito's miserable Milos.
As Co sic progressively concluded that Tito was fundamentally anti-Serbian (by 1980 he was "the greatest enemy of my people in the last century"),44 he found ever more noble qualities in Rankovic. In 1988, Co sic asserte.d (presumably with a straight face) that he "had never heard anyone accuse [RankovicJ of injustice, of vengefulness, of playing personalities, of moral dishonor. "45Further, this coarse revolutionary, the head of the state securityservice (UDBa), had'a special place in his heart for writers, personally saving some authors from imprisonment and authorizing others' publicat{ons (as CosiC's interviewer noted, "such breadth is not often in'cluded in the typical picture of the chief of police and organizational secretary").46 Rankovic, according to Cosic, was only fully understood by the Serbian peasant 47 . As his friend Mica Popovic put it, Cosic could be "in the middle of nowhere" and feel While the intellectuals and the entire party bureaucracy believed that it was good that Rankovic fell, the peasants saw in him a man who defended Yugoslavia and represented Serbia at the head of the party, convinced that he was an honorable and statesmanlike man.48
Rankovic was bad, according to Cosic, but" no more cruel or m'erciless than Tito, Kardelj, Djilas,.Kidric, Blaze]ovanovic."49 CosiC's view was not entirely clouded-he recognized that ideology could not justify the many, many evils which we committed "in the name of good."Among the first to submit to that judgment, that responsibility, is Aleksandar Rankovic. But the tragedlo of his fate will remain to Writers and philosophers to interpret. 0 Cosic, writer and occasional pJ:1ilosopher, seeker of transcendent truths, determined that RankoviC's fate was an injustice. CosiC's attitude to Rankovic was founded upon his dual understanding of the function of division in Serbia: Rankovic resisted Serbia's geopolitical division, and both Rankovic and Cosic were cast out of Tito's brotherhood~fratricidally. ricidal system is rooted entirely in the modern history of the interplay of nationalism and communism. More to the point, Cosic has . built his edifice upon his personal experience of the twentieth century. He can speak of betrayal because, in his view, he both perpetrated and experienced it. He can point a trail to liberation from the yoke of divisive ideologies because he himself blazed it. His own seduction by communism and by Tito then explains the violence of his reaction when he discovered that Tiroism had no place for him. 
Moving Beyond Fratricide
Dobrica Cosic initiated and established the historicization of Serbian suffering at the hands of enemies who preyed upon a preternaturally divided and divisive people. Admittedly, the notion of the nation as divisive, as suffering betrayal, as victimized by outsiders, is common to nearly all nationalisms, but that should not preclude investigating its sources in individual cases. It took more than the work of one writer to construct a vision of Serbs as a betrayed people. But Cosic; so often blamed so irresponsibly for East European Politics and Societies the 1980s and 1990s, nor '(more important) an attempt to reduce all those ills to Dobrica Cosies influence. Rather, this article represents an attempt to identify Cosies actual contribution to the creation of a Serbian self-image that reinforced the growth of Serbian nationalism and the destruction of Yugoslavia and, sadly and ironically, of Serbia itself. Nonetheless, if Cosies influence were merely one among many sources for this·world view, I would still argue that his role was paramount among writers, whether novelists, poets, essayists, or historians.
As a final comment, ironic but not meant to be tongue-in-cheek, some of CosieS's words can stand as a directive to Serbian writers today:
Today in this country nothing meaningful and great can be done if we do not experience a spiritual renaissance. And it begins with the selection of those national traditions which have the energy for a new era and the establishment of a hierarchy of lasting values for the individual and society. On that assumption it is reasonable that in the ethos of our culture we consolidate also the bravery to tell truth, above all about ourselves.60
Of course, Cosic wrote these lines in October 1990, at the height of his own reinvention of Serbian national identity. Serbs today should not reject his laudable goal simply because Cosies own project produced such a tragically flawed.consensus. "Spiritual renaissances" are possible, as Cosic has shown us. Serbia's cultural community today must' find and develop new cultural qualities, equally resonant in Serbian history, in order to rebuild a sense of connectedness and community with those with whom they share borders and fates. 
